School and University Partnership Conference of Education

OCTOBER 1

Preparing and Developing
The Profession of Teaching:
Recruit, Retain, Love, & Sustain

8:30am–12:30pm

FEATURING:

Kathryn Clark Childers
Renowned author & pioneering
US Secret Service agent

Expert panel
Transformative partnerships
take a village to achieve

Sessions
Social Emotional Learning (SEL),
Profound Relationships between Equity,
Classroom Teaching, and Schooling,
Culturally and Linguistically Sustaining
Teaching, “Try Teach!,” Ever Thought of
Becoming a School Counselor? Pathways
from Districts to Universities and
Universities Back to Districts
Bilingualism & Multilingualism
Transformative Alliances for Student
Success (TASS) — Pre-Conference

Propose a presentation by 9/1:
supce.tamucc.edu

presented at the TAMUCC University Center by: